Summary:
Creating a secure, PCI or SOC2 compliant environment on cloud platforms can be a serious challenge. Tigera will deliver a compliance focussed workshop to help the customer get ready for PCI and SOC2 compliance.

Service Components:
- Instructor-led training
- Concept and hands-on lab modules
- Delivered in 3-4 hours
- Dedicated lab environment per trainee
  - SaaS based via Calico Cloud
  - Self-managed via Calico Enterprise

Curriculum:
- **Building PCI compliance around an example application**
  Includes:
  - Access
  - Policy
  - Reports
  - Encryption
  - Audit
  - Alerts
- **Example**
  - Compliance Assets
  - Example PCI Tiered Policy
  - Compliance Reports
- **Compliance Worksheet**
  - Includes PCI and SOC 2 Controls and Reports mapping
  - Includes example resources for Calico Cloud
Tigera Customer Success
Compliance Essentials for Cloud, Containers and Kubernetes

Milestones:
• Training Planning and setup
• Workshop
• 1 Follow-up session

Deliverables:
• Lab credentials
• Training material
• Workshop Documentation complete with example resources
• Compliance Workbook
• Labels Workbook